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Indiana is the perfect place to raise a loving family or start the next innovative business. Ours is
a great state to call home; and we would know - we’re Hoosiers. As such, we are specially
equipped to provide security solutions dedicated to protecting what matters most to Hoosiers,
no matter the season.
When it comes to Indiana’s seasons, that’s no joke. Our state fully experiences spring, summer,
fall and winter every year - each presenting unique security concerns. That’s why ASI Connect
professionals exclusively serve Indiana homes and businesses. We know that year-round safety
means being ready for anything.
So, fellow Hoosiers, what can we do for your home or business this year? Read on to find out!
Don’t Spring a Leak
The transition from winter to spring is never smooth in Indiana. The varying temperatures we
experience from March to May can wreak havoc on our psyches and our buildings - and more
specifically, their pipes. Every Hoosier knows that plumbing can freeze and thaw, threatening to
burst as the days swing from cold to warm and back again. However, not everyone knows
there’s an easy way to monitor this issue and prevent potential damages.
Placing temperature and water sensors in your basement, crawlspace or utility closet will do the
trick. These tools will alert you via smartphone alerts to dangerous temperature drops and any
leaks. The water sensor can even connect to a shutoff valve to stop flooding right away.
Imagine the time, money and peace of mind provided by these sensors - and flooding is only
one of the numerous calamities a customized smart security system can handle. You could say
we’re just warming up….
Those (Safe) Summer Nights...
Moving into summer takes on a literal sense in Indiana: sunshine and warmth encourage
Hoosiers to move outdoors, move into a new house or office, or move to a destination vacation.
All this movement is great, but it can mean leaving spaces unattended for extended periods of
time, making them possible targets for burglars. An empty house is an easy house - or so they
think.
With an ASI Connect smart security system, your home or business will be ready to ward off
potential thieves. Burglars are much less likely to rob an occupied dwelling, but that doesn’t
mean you need to stay in all summer. Using smart light sensors, the lamps in your home can be

switched on and off at random intervals to give the illusion of someone being home discouraging most criminals.
Don’t worry about the more persistent burglars either, they’ll be outmatched by one of our
cellular alarm systems. These alarms are custom fit to their location and are almost impossible
for an intruder to disarm. There are no wires to cut and the system will call our professional
security team for help even if the central panel is damaged. Our smart alarm systems will make
sure you have a safe and relaxed summer, whether you’re out of state or enjoying some local
leisure.
Back to School: Smart Home Style
For kids, the arrival of fall means the beginning of a new school year. While the end of summer
break is likely to receive moans and groans, starting a new grade often introduces new and
exciting forms of independence.
While last year, you made sure someone was home to get the kids off the bus every day, this
year they’re ready to take care of themselves. You trust them, but you still worry because that’s
what parents do. Let ASI Connect take those worries away with a range of smart security
options designed with families in mind.
For example, installing a keypad to the garage door will let each family member access the
house without carrying a key. Plus, with personalized entry codes, your smartphone will alert
you to your kids’ safe arrival home. Another option is to fit your front door with a smart lock. With
a just a few taps, you’ll be able to lock or unlock the door directly from your phone or Apple
Watch. The kids might be the ones going back to school, but your home can become smarter
too.
Hoosier Holidays
Indiana winters can be harshly cold (except the rare 70 degree day we sometimes get in
January). So why leave the warmth and comfort of home to go holiday shopping in single digit
temperatures when Hoosiers can turn to online shopping instead. Ordering gifts for the holidays
has become extremely easy in recent years with the likes of smartphone retail apps and
Amazon Prime. Unfortunately, the growing popularity of online shopping has also resulted in the
growing popularity of package thievery.
With an ASI Connect security system, you can set your smartphone to send alerts when your
smart doorbell is rung. You’ll be able to immediately view a livestream of your front porch and
talk with the delivery person. To protect your packages, you can raise the garage door or unlock
the front door, asking them to place parcels inside, locking up once the delivery has been made
- keeping parcels out of the elements and away from thieving hands. Another revolution in
online shopping!

It’s impossible to list all of our smart security solutions in a single blog post, but our
experts will use numerous tools and features to customize the perfect security system
for your home or business; one that will protect what matters most to you year-round.
We’re ASI Connect, Indiana’s smart security experts.
Request your free consultation today.
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